Abstract - This paper proposes a hybrid filter to minimize the power quality impact of matrix converters. Matrix converters inject significant harmonics and nonstandard frequency components into power systems. The hybrid filter is used to reduce the harmonics. A hybrid filter constructed of a shunt active filter and distributed passive filters used for power quality improvement. The proposed approach has been tested and validated on the matrix converter using MATLAB/Simulink. The comparison of the simulation results for passive and active filter separately used with matrix converter with the result of matrix converter with hybrid filter is shown to demonstrate the advantages of the proposed scheme.
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I. INTRODUCTION

There are many nonlinear loads drawing non sinusoidal currents from electrical power systems. These non sinusoidal currents pass through different impedances in the power systems and produce voltage harmonics. These voltage harmonics propagate in power systems and affect all of the power system components. The important harmonic source is ac/dc converters/inverters. The matrix converter is one of the harmonic source. Due to the discontinuous input currents, the matrix converter behaves as a source of current harmonics, which are injected back into the AC mains. Since these current harmonics results in voltage distortions that affect the overall operation of the AC system, they have to be reduced. Therefore, it is necessary to use effective power quality improvement facilities for improving the power quality of the matrix converter. Usage of passive or active filters can be a successful procedure in limitation or removal of harmonics. But because of dynamic loads, using passive filters alone cannot compensate the harmonics greatly also it might cause resonances in the system so they cannot be effective regardless of their low costs. Using active filters alone with the ability for removing system current harmonics of dynamic loads can increase the costs of the project for high rating of active filters. Therefore, usage of hybrid filters would be the best solution for power quality improvement because the problems of using passive or active filters alone will not be any problem in such a structure, also the advantages of both of these filters can be gained together. In this paper power quality problems of matrix converter are introduced and the necessity of using hybrid filters instead of active or passive filters alone are discussed.

A hybrid filter constructed of passive filters and an active filter used for power quality improvement in matrix converter is presented and the parameters of the passive filters and the active filter are discussed.

A matrix converter with hybrid filter is simulated with MATLAB software. The simulation is done for the matrix converter without any filters, with usage of passive filter or active filters and the hybrid filter separately. Comparison of the waveforms of the system current in time domain proves that the effective power quality improvement of the matrix converter can be done by using the hybrid filter.

II. MATRIX CONVERTER

The matrix converter with 3Ø to 3Ø configuration is one of the possible direct AC-AC converter topology [Tenti ect 1992]. It is introduced by Ventorini in 1980. Matrix converter has several advantages over traditional rectifier-inverter type power frequency converters. It provides sinusoidal input and output waveforms. It has inherent bi-directional energy flow capability and the input power factor can be fully controlled. Last but not least, it has minimal energy storage requirements, which allows to get rid of bulky and lifetime-limited energy-storing capacitors. In spite of the advantages, the matrix converter has also some disadvantages. It has a maximum input output voltage transfer ratio limited to 87% for sinusoidal input and output waveforms. It requires more semiconductor devices than a conventional AC-AC indirect power frequency converter, since no monolithic bi-directional switches exist and consequently discrete unidirectional devices, variably arranged, have to be used for each bi-directional switch. It is sensitive to the disturbances of the input voltage system. But it will particularly produce higher order harmonics [Yacamini ect 1978].

The matrix converter consists of 9 bi-directional switches that allow any output phase to be connected to any input phase. The general architecture of the
matrix converter can theoretically assume 512 (2^9) different switching states combinations. But not all of them can be usefully employed. Regardless to the control method used, the choice of the matrix converter switching states combinations (from now on simply matrix converter configurations) to be used must comply with two basic rules. Taking into account that the converter is supplied by a voltage source and usually feeds an inductive load, the input phases should never be short-circuited and the output currents should not be interrupted. From a practical point of view these rules imply that one and only one bi-directional switch per output phase must be switched on at any instant. By this constraint, in a three to three phase matrix converter only 27 switching combinations are permitted[1].

![Fig. 1: General Architecture of Matrix Converter](image)

III. FILTER STRUCTURE PASSIVE FILTER

Passive filters as classic methods for power quality improvement in ac of ac system consist of series LC tuned for removing a specific or harmonic or blocking a bandwidth of severe harmonics of nonlinear linear loads current. These filters have low impedances for the tuned tuned frequencies such as 5th and 7th and for these frequencies, the lower impedance of the filter in comparison with system, the better better filtering characteristics of passive filter. Low cost is a great benefit of these filters but because of their LC constant parameter, they cannot be efficient power quality improvement facilities for dynamic nonlinear loads. Another problem of installation of passive filters is probable resonances between the impedance of passive filter and the system resulting in increasing the harmonics and lower power quality of the ac system[2].

ACTIVE FILTER

The most popular type of active filters is the shunt active filter. Shunt active filters can be single-phase or three-phase, voltage source or current source. When the filter is used to compensate the current harmonics produced by the matrix converter, an active filter compensates the harmonic current of a matrix converter. Shunt active filters are used to compensate current harmonics of nonlinear loads to perform reactive power compensation and to balance imbalance currents. The matrix converter is considered as one type of load i.e. Current-Source Type of Harmonic Sources. Power electronics converters are a common and typical source of harmonic currents. The distortion of the current waveform, i.e., the generation of harmonics, results from the switching operation. Because of the harmonic current contents and characteristic are less dependent upon the AC side, this type of harmonic source behaves like a current source. Therefore, they are called current-source type of harmonic source (or harmonic current source) and represented as a current source. A shunt active filter is to be placed in parallel with a load (matrix converter) to detect the harmonic current of the load and to inject a harmonic current with the same amplitude of that of the load into the AC system. A shunt active filter senses the load current and injects a current into the system to compensate current harmonics or reactive load. In this paper a shunt filter was used to compensate the current harmonics of matrix converter, here the shunt active filter acts as a current source. The sum of its current and load current is the total current that flows through the source. Therefore, controlling the output current of the active filter can control the source current. High ratings of these filters lead to an increase in the costs.

HYBRID FILTER

Hybrid filters constructed of active and passive filters with different structures are used for removing the disadvantages of passive filters such as probability of resonances and non dynamic responses and also high costs of active filters, while using both the advantages of both of them with lower costs. Different structures of hybrid filters can be utilized in power systems such as shunt passive filter and series active power filter with nonlinear loads, shunt active and passive filter with nonlinear load, series active and passive filter parallel with nonlinear load, etc. shown in Figure.
IV. THE PROPOSED COMPENSATION SCHEME FOR MATRIX CONVERTER

The objective of this work is to design a shunt hybrid passive-active filter to eliminate the load harmonics. The passive filter is connected in parallel with the load. It includes some LC branches that offer null impedance to the main current harmonics. The APF is connected in series with the passive filter. The scheme of the compensated system is presented in figure 3 given below. Figure 3 shows a three phase diagram of proposed shunt hybrid filter. Two passive branches are connected in series with an active filter with the help of three phase transformer.

If the active filter is not connected, the compensation current $I_c$ mitigates the main harmonics of load current $I_l$ and it is possible that a series resonance between the source impedance and the LC branches will appear.

So the source current $I_s$ will include certain harmonics and the distortion is not completely reduced. If the active filter is included an appropriate control allows to modify the impedance of shunt compensator at the resonance frequencies, and the problem can be avoided.

V. HYBRID FILTER DESIGN

The hybrid filter design depends on the load to be compensated. It must contain some passive LC branches one for each important load current harmonic to be removed from the source current. In the case of many typical loads, it is usually enough to employ one, two or three branches for the main harmonics. By three-phase systems it is possible to reduce or eliminate the 3rd harmonic order and its multiples by suitable connections of the transformers supplying the power to the load. Therefore it is usual to include LC branches tuned for the 5th and 7th harmonic order.

The values of $L_n$ and $C_n$ parameter of a branch tuned for an “n” order harmonic must satisfy the equation.

$$\omega_n = \frac{2\pi f_n}{\sqrt{L_n C_n}}$$

Where $f_n$ corresponds to the fundamental frequency, that was taken as 50 Hz in this work. The active filter connected in series with the passive branches can be seen as a controlled voltage source.

Different strategies are possible to control this compensation voltage. In single-phase or balanced three-phase system, a voltage $V_c$ proportional to source harmonic current $I_{sh}$ permits to modify the impedance of the shunt compensator, and the passive filter performance is improved. Figure 2a shows the equivalent single-phase circuit for the compensated system. The non-linear load is modeled by a current source. For a determined harmonic of order $H$, the equivalent circuit is shown in figure From the circuit 2b, it is possible to obtain the source harmonic current, equation 2.

$$I_{SH} = \frac{Z_f}{(Z_f + Z_s + K)} I_{LH} + \frac{1}{(Z_f + Z_s + K)} V_{SH}$$

Where, $Z_f$ – impedance of filter and $Z_s$ – source impedance Ideally, the source harmonic currents will be null if $K = \infty$. If $K >> (Z_s + Z_f)$ this strategy allows to reduce series resonance between the source and the filter. It avoids that the passive filter receives the harmonic current of the rest of the system. In the practical case simulated in this work a value $K = 2$ is used.
The output voltage of active power converter includes no desired high frequency harmonics caused by the switching devices operation. It is necessary to carry out a passive filtering. The series connection with the LC branches is carried out by means of a transformer. This allows to have low voltage values at the dc side of the inverter.

VI. SIMULATION RESULTS

In this work three phase matrix converter has been compensated to check the hybrid filter performance. The source voltage is 440Vrms, 50Hz. Table 1 shows the compensated system main parameters. It includes source impedance parameters L and C values for passive branches used. The system has been simulated with passive filter, active filter and the hybrid filter separately. Table 1 shows the compensation system main parameter values. in simulation studies, the results are specified before and after applying the passive, active and hybrid filter to the matrix converter.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Source Voltage Vsabc</td>
<td>440Vrms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency F</td>
<td>50Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3phase line inductance Labc</td>
<td>1mH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3phase load resistance RL</td>
<td>2 ohm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inductance Lcabc</td>
<td>4.05mH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capacitance Ccabc</td>
<td>100μF</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper a hybrid filter was used for power quality improvement in the matrix converter. The hybrid filter is constructed of a passive filter and a shunt active filter.
filter in series with it. This hybrid filter is connected in parallel with non linear load. The harmonic contents of the source current due to the nonlinear load is removed by the use of passive filter, active filter and the hybrid filter. Studying and comparing the waveforms of the source current, without any filter, with only passive filter, with only shunt active filter and with the hybrid filter it is found that the hybrid filter is better solution for the harmonic reduction in the matrix converter.
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